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Multicultural Education for Learners with Special Needs in the Twenty-First Century provides general and special educators
innovative information that address the road blocks to effective practice such that diverse learners will be appropriately; identified,
assessed, categorized, placed and instructed. The book provides those who instruct diverse learners comprehensive, creative and
best practice chapters by scholars in the area of multicultural education. Chapter One presents a system to reduce traditional
education road blocks that confront diverse learners called Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Teaching (CLRT). The CLTR
system is designed to accomplish three objectives, namely, to increase student achievement, to help students develop skills to
achieve economic sufficiency and to allow students to acquire citizenship skills based on a realistic and thorough understanding of
the political system. Chapter Two discusses the pervasive problem of disproportionate representation of students from diverse
backgrounds in special education by examining what it is, who is impacted by it, why it is occurring, and how it can be addressed
using promising strategies. Chapter Three examines the use of authentic assessment to provide feedback for teachers and
students, and guide the instructional process by differentiating teaching to meet the educational needs of diverse learners.
Chapters Four, Five, Six and Seven address issues related to educating Latina/o Americans, African Americans, Asian Americans
and Native Americans learners with special needs. Chapter Eight is a unique chapter that addresses the growing need to educate
foreign-born immigrants who are now being referred to as “Today’s Special Learners in Schools”. This chapter delineates the use
of the Comprehensive Support Model (CSM) to educate foreign-born learners who are identified by the authors as foreign-born
English Language Learners. The CSM is recommended as a culturally sensitive intervention that integrates efforts of the self, (i.e.,
learner), families, school, community, and government in responding to the needs of diverse learners. Chapter Nine provides a
comprehensive discussion of how Culturally Relevant Leadership (CRL) can impact educational theory and practice. The authors
delineate how CRL leads to reflective practices which position teachers and administrators to become leaders in school change
that can increase student success for diverse learners. Chapter Ten provides the reader with illustrative content regarding the use
of technology to educate multicultural learners with special needs. Chapter Eleven delineates the culturally responsive infusion of
effective behavior modification strategies that are designed to strengthen and facilitate positive behaviors for culturally and
linguistically diverse learners with special needs. The book is an important addition to the education of multicultural learners with
special needs as it provides much needed direction for the effective instructional practices for today’s diverse students. The book
can be used as current best practices for special and general educators as well as school administrators.
The SAGE Guide to Key Issues in Mass Media Ethics and Law is an authoritative and rigorous two-volume, issues-based
reference set that surveys varied views on many of the most contentious issues involving mass media ethics and the law. Divided
into six thematic sections covering information from contrasting ethical responsibly and legal rights for both speech and press,
newsgathering and access, and privacy to libelous reporting, business considerations, and changing rules with social media and
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the Internet, the information in this guide is extremely relevant to a variety of audiences. This guide specifically focuses on matters
that are likely to be regular front-page headlines concerning topics such as technological threats to privacy, sensationalism in
media coverage of high-profile trials, cameras in the courtroom, use of confidential sources, national security concerns and the
press, digital duplication and deception, rights of celebrities, plagiarism, and more. Collectively, this guide assesses key
contentious issues and legal precedents, noting current ethical and legal trends and likely future directions. Features: Six thematic
sections consist of approximately a dozen chapters each written by eminent scholars and practitioners active in the field. Sections
open with a general Introduction by the volume editors and conclude with a wrap-up “Outlook” section to highlight likely future
trends. Chapters follow a common organizational outline of a brief overview of the issue at hand, historical background and
precedent, and presentation of various perspectives (pro, con, mixed) to the issue. “See also” cross references guide readers to
related chapters and references and further readings guide users to more in-depth resources for follow-up. This reference guide is
an excellent source for the general public, students, and researchers who are interested in expanding their knowledge in mass
media and the ethics and law surrounding it.
Introduction to Cyber-Warfare: A Multidisciplinary Approach, written by experts on the front lines, gives you an insider's look into
the world of cyber-warfare through the use of recent case studies. The book examines the issues related to cyber warfare not only
from a computer science perspective but from military, sociological, and scientific perspectives as well. You'll learn how cyberwarfare has been performed in the past as well as why various actors rely on this new means of warfare and what steps can be
taken to prevent it. Provides a multi-disciplinary approach to cyber-warfare, analyzing the information technology, military, policy,
social, and scientific issues that are in play Presents detailed case studies of cyber-attack including inter-state cyber-conflict
(Russia-Estonia), cyber-attack as an element of an information operations strategy (Israel-Hezbollah,) and cyber-attack as a tool
against dissidents within a state (Russia, Iran) Explores cyber-attack conducted by large, powerful, non-state hacking
organizations such as Anonymous and LulzSec Covers cyber-attacks directed against infrastructure, such as water treatment
plants and power-grids, with a detailed account of Stuxent
Telecommunications Law and Practice in Nigeria -Perspectives on Consumer Protection is intended primarily to provide an
indigenous source of information on the theoretical and legal framework of the regulation of telecommunications in Nigeria with
respect to how such legal framework assists in addressing the consumers’ problems in the field of telecommunications. The book
covers the evolution of telecommunications the world over and its variant in Nigeria, a variety of issues including the early
controlling organs, regulatory regimes, the deregulation era, interconnectivity and privacy law, telecommunications and intellectual
property, international trade and drafting of international trade contracts, encryption technology and privacy in telecommunications.
The book should be an invaluable companion on the Nigerian telecommunications law and practice with perspectives on
consumer protection.
This is the first fundamental text to focus specifically on forensic vocational rehabilitation, a field that is forecast to grow rapidly.
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Forensic vocational rehabilitation consultants evaluate the vocational and rehabilitation needs of individuals in an array of legal
settings such as civil litigation, workersí compensation, Social Security disability, and others. The text is unique in its exploration of
the vocational rehabilitation process from a biopsychosocial perspective that views disability as a complex and multidimensional
construct. The book comprehensively describes the parameters and theoretical issues of relevance in evaluating and developing
opinions in forensically oriented matters. It culls and synthesizes current peer-reviewed literature and research on this private
subspecialty practice area of rehabilitation counseling, including theories, models, methods, procedures, and fundamental tenets
of the field. Also included is current information about the labor market, life care planning, and professional identity, standards, and
ethics. The text is designed for graduate and postgraduate students in rehabilitation counseling and psychology as well as
practicing forensic vocational rehabilitation consultants and professionals moving toward practice in this arena. Chapters are
authored by noted scholars or published practitioners in each subject area, and include an introduction to the content area,
discussion of key terminology and concepts, and a review of the current and historical literature, with emphasis toward future
research needs and evidence-based practice. The book fulfills the requirement by the Commission on Rehabilitation Education
(CORE) for training in this subject area at the graduate level for new certification or certification maintenance. Key Features:
Comprises the only foundational text to focus specifically on forensic vocational rehabilitation Synthesizes peer-reviewed research
into one authoritative source Describes the role, function, and scope of practice of the rehabilitation counselor in private forensic
vocational rehabilitation practice Fulfills CORE requirements for certification
This full-life biography includes analysis of Adams's education, political philosophy, religious attitudes, social values, and family
relationships. While his extraordinary role in achieving American independence is closely analyzed, the post-independence period,
including his tenure as governor of Massachusetts, is not neglected. The core theme is that Adams was unflinchingly committed to
promoting and defending republican constitutions and ideals. He wanted the revolutionary generation to bequeath a land of liberty
and equality to the nation's posterity.
Master the art and science of bookkeeping the fast and easy way Bookkeeping may not be fun, and it's rarely pretty, but you
simply cannot run a business without it. This edition of Britain's bestselling guide gets you up and running with the knowledge and
skills you need to keep your books balanced, your finances in order, and the tax inspector off your back. From tracking
transactions and keeping ledgers to producing balance sheets and year-end reports, you'll master all the important terms,
procedures, forms and processes more quickly and easily than you ever thought possible. Keeping a paper trail - learn how to
enter financial transactions in your books and post them to your Nominal Ledger One day at a time - find out how to keep track of
day-to-day operations, sales and purchases, as well as adjustments Keeping the payroll rolling - get the lowdown on setting up
and managing payrolls Closing the books - how to close out monthly, quarterly or yearly accounting periods Making it official learn how to prepare financial reports and profit and loss statements, properly fill out all required tax forms and prepare your books
for next year Open the book and find: How to create and maintain your company's financial records The best ways to keep books
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up-to-date with technology Techniques on maintaining employee records How to calculate your staff's net pay Guidance on
producing Profit & Loss statements and financial reports Advice on keeping the tax inspector happy Learn to: Keep accurate and
complete financial records Use the latest in bookkeeping software Produce balance sheets and year-end reports Manage cashflow

The SAGE Handbook of Global Policing examines and critically retraces the field of policing studies by posing and
exploring a series of fundamental questions to do with the concept and institutions of policing and their relation to social
and political life in today's globalized world. The volume is structured in the following four parts: Part One: Lenses Part
Two: Social and Political Order Part Three: Legacies Part Four: Problems and Problematics. By bringing new lines of
vision and new voices to the social analysis of policing, and by clearly demonstrating why policing matters, the Handbook
will be an essential tool for anyone in the field.
Covering the key concepts, events, laws and legal doctrines, court decisions, and litigators and litigants, this new
reference on the law of search and seizure—in the physical as well as the online world—provides a unique overview for
individuals seeking to understand the Fourth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. More than 900 A to Z entries cover the
key issues that surround this essential component of the Bill of Rights and the linchpin of a right to privacy. This twovolume reference—from the editors of CQ Press’s award-winning Encyclopedia of the First Amendment—features a series
of essays that examine the historical background of the Fourth Amendment along with its key facets relating to:
Technology Privacy Terrorism Warrant requirement Congress States A to Z entries include cross-references and
bibliographic entries. This work also features both alphabetical and topical tables of contents as well as a comprehensive
subject index and a case index.At a time when threats of crime and terrorism have resulted in increased governmental
surveillance into personal lives, this work will serve as an important asset for researchers seeking information on the
history and relevance of legal rights against such intrusions. Key Features: More than 900 signed entries, including 600
court cases and 100 biographies Preface by noted journalist Nat Hentoff From the editors of CQ Press’s award-winning
Encyclopedia of the First Amendment
This concise reference provides a one-stop point of research that examines major aspects of health care systems for
over 190 countries worldwide. In a consistent format, ten major health care categories are systematically examined for
each country: 1. Emergency Health Services; 2. Costs of Hospitalization; 3. Costs of Drugs; 4. Major Health Issues; 5.
Government Role in Health Care; 6. Insurance; 7. Access to Health Care; 8. Health Care Facilities; 9. Health Care
Personnel (doctor level of training, etc.); and 10. Public Health Programs. The volume is organized in alphabetical order
of country names. Each country is presented on a two- or three-page spread with the same descriptive and statistical
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content, allowing readers to compare health care systems from country to country. For example, a reader may compare
costs of drugs in France versus the United States versus Canada. Each country spread will feature short entries on the
ten health care categories accompanied by charts, table, and photos as appropriate. The work culminates as a unique
and essential resource for pre-med and medical students, as well as researchers in sociology, economics, and the health
management fields.
Online and social media have become indispensible tools for journalists, but you still have to know how to find and tell a
great story. To be a journalist today, you must have not only the practical skills to work with new technologies, but also
the understanding of how and why journalism has changed. Combining theory and practice, Online Journalism: The
Essential Guide will take you through the classic skills of investigating, writing and reporting as you master the new
environments of mobile, on-demand, social, participatory and entrepreneurial journalism. You will also develop musthave skills in app development for smartphones and tablets, as well as techniques in podcast, blog and news website
production. What this book does for you: Tips and advice from leading industry experts in their own words QR codes
throughout the book to take you straight to multimedia links A fully up-to-date companion website loaded with teaching
resources, detailed careers advice and industry insights (http://onlinejournalismguide.com/) Exercises to help you hone
your skills Top five guided reading list for each topic, so you can take it further Perfect for students throughout a
journalism course, this is your essential guide!
The SAGE Handbook of Political Science presents a major retrospective and prospective overview of the discipline.
Comprising three volumes of contributions from expert authors from around the world, the handbook aims to frame,
assess and synthesize research in the field, helping to define and identify its current and future developments. It does so
from a truly global and cross-area perspective Chapters cover a broad range of aspects, from providing a general
introduction to exploring important subfields within the discipline. Each chapter is designed to provide a state-of-the-art
and comprehensive overview of the topic by incorporating cross-cutting global, interdisciplinary, and, where this applies,
gender perspectives. The Handbook is arranged over seven core thematic sections: Part 1: Political Theory Part 2:
Methods Part 3: Political Sociology Part 4: Comparative Politics Part 5: Public Policies and Administration Part 6:
International Relations Part 7: Major Challenges for Politics and Political Science in the 21st Century
Approximately 80 percent of the world’s population now owns a cell phone, which can hold evidence or contain logs
about communications concerning a crime. Cameras, PDAs, and GPS devices can also contain information related to
corporate policy infractions and crimes. Aimed to prepare investigators in the public and private sectors, Digital Forensics
for Handheld Devices examines both the theoretical and practical aspects of investigating handheld digital devices. This
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book touches on all areas of mobile device forensics, including topics from the legal, technical, academic, and social
aspects of the discipline. It provides guidance on how to seize data, examine it, and prepare it as evidence for court. This
includes the use of chain of custody forms for seized evidence and Faraday Bags for digital devices to prevent further
connectivity and tampering of evidence. Emphasizing the policies required in the work environment, the author provides
readers with a clear understanding of the differences between a corporate investigation and a criminal investigation. The
book also: Offers best practices for establishing an incident response policy and seizing data from company or privately
owned digital devices Provides guidance in establishing dedicated examinations free of viruses, spyware, and
connections to other devices that could taint evidence Supplies guidance on determining protocols for complicated crime
scenes with external media and devices that may have connected with the handheld device Considering important
privacy issues and the Fourth Amendment, this book facilitates an understanding of how to use digital forensic tools to
investigate the complete range of available digital devices, including flash drives, cell phones, PDAs, digital cameras, and
netbooks. It includes examples of commercially available digital forensic tools and ends with a discussion of the
education and certifications required for various careers in mobile device forensics.
The only guide from the ACT organization, the makers of the exam, with 5 genuine, full-length practice tests in print and
online. The Official ACT Prep Guide 2020-2021 is the only guide from the makers of the exam and it includes actual ACT
test forms (taken from past ACT exams). It offers 5 actual ACT tests (all with optional writing tests) so you can practice at
your own pace. To help you review, this guide provides detailed explanations for every answer and practical tips on how
to boost your score on the English, math, reading, science, and optional writing tests. The test creators also created
online resources accessible through this book. You can practice online with 5 full length practice tests to mimic the test
day experience. These test questions can be organized, filtered, and tracked to test your exam performance. Get ready
for test day with this bestselling guide to the ACT. The Official ACT Prep Guide 2020-2021 will help you feel comfortable,
confident, and prepared to do your best to ace the ACT! The Official ACT Prep Guide 2020-2021 includes: Information
about the September 2020 ACT enhancements Real ACT test forms used in previous years’ exams Five full-length tests
available in the book and online, including one NEW full-length test with optional writing test Online practice that mimics
the testing experience Customizable questions bank with detailed answer explanations Helpful advice for test day
Over 65 simple and incredibly effective recipes for creating and customizing exciting dashboards and reports from your Sage ACT!
data using this book and eBook.
Focusing on family violence worldwide, Family Violence From a Global Perspective: A Strengths-Based Approach draws on the
expertise of authors from 16 countries representing 17 cultures to tell the story of domestic violence in their respective parts of the
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world. This one-of-a-kind edited collection by Sylvia M. Asay, John DeFrain, Marcee Metzger, and Bob Moyer incorporates a
strengths-based approach, including individual, relationship, community, and societal strengths. The collection draws on multiple
perspectives (academics, counselors, organizers, activists, and victims) to determine strengths and analyze how they can
translate into greater safety for victims, increased accountability of perpetrators, and improved policy formation and research. Each
chapter focuses on the lived experiences of victims of intimate partner violence, child abuse, or elder abuse and includes
information about the abuser, the family, the community, and the culture.
This Surgeon General's report details the causes and the consequences of tobacco use among youth and young adults by
focusing on the social, environmental, advertising, and marketing influences that encourage youth and young adults to initiate and
sustain tobacco use. This is the first time tobacco data on young adults as a discrete population have been explored in detail. The
report also highlights successful strategies to prevent young people from using tobacco.
'This Handbook offers diverse perspectives from scholars across the globe who help us see play in new ways. At the same time
the basic nature of play gives a context for us to learn new theoretical frameworks and methods. A real gem!' - Beth Graue,
Department of Curriculum and Instruction, Wisconsin Center for Education Research, USA Play and learning scholarship has
developed considerably over the last decade, as has the recognition of its importance to children’s learning and development.
Containing chapters from highly respected researchers, whose work has been critical to building knowledge and expertise in the
field, this Handbook focuses on examining historical, current and future research issues in play and learning scholarship.
Organized into three sections which consider: theoretical and philosophical perspectives on play and learning play in pedagogy,
curriculum and assessment play contexts. The Handbook's breadth, clarity and rigor will make it essential reading for researchers
and postgraduate students, as well as professionals with interest in this dynamic and changing field. Liz Brooker is Reader in Early
Childhood in the Faculty of Children and Learning at the Institute of Education, University of London. Mindy Blaise is an Associate
Professor of Early Childhood Education in the Department of Early Childhood Education at the Hong Kong Institute of Education.
Susan Edwards is Associate Professor in Curriculum and Pedagogy at Australian Catholic University. This handbook's
International Advisory Board included: Jo Aliwood, The University of Newcastle, Australia Pat Broadhead, Leeds Metropolitan
University, Australia Stig Brostrom, Aarhus University, Denmark Hasina Ebrahim, University of the Free State, South Africa Beth
Graue, Wisconsin Center for Education Research, USA Amita Gupta, The City College of New York, CUNY, USA Marjatta Kalliala,
University of Helsinki, Finland Rebecca Kantor, University of Colorado Denver, USA Colette Murphy, Trinity College, Dublin,
Republic of Ireland Ellen Sandseter, Queen Maud University College of Early Childhood Education, Norway
The SAGE Encyclopedia of Food Issues explores the topic of food across multiple disciplines within the social sciences and
related areas including business, consumerism, marketing, and environmentalism. In contrast to the existing reference works on
the topic of food that tend to fall into the categories of cultural perspectives, this carefully balanced academic encyclopedia focuses
on social and policy aspects of food production, safety, regulation, labeling, marketing, distribution, and consumption. A sampling
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of general topic areas covered includes Agriculture, Labor, Food Processing, Marketing and Advertising, Trade and Distribution,
Retail and Shopping, Consumption, Food Ideologies, Food in Popular Media, Food Safety, Environment, Health, Government
Policy, and Hunger and Poverty. This encyclopedia introduces students to the fascinating, and at times contentious, and ever-sovital field involving food issues. Key Features: Contains approximately 500 signed entries concluding with cross-references and
suggestions for further readings Organized A-to-Z with a thematic “Reader’s Guide” in the front matter grouping related entries by
general topic area Provides a Resource Guide and a detailed and comprehensive Index along with robust search-and-browse
functionality in the electronic edition This three-volume reference work will serve as a general, non-technical resource for students
and researchers who seek to better understand the topic of food and the issues surrounding it.
Personal assistants aren't just for the rich and famous anymore. More and more people are willing to pay good money for personal
services that help make their lives easier. Our guide will show you how to get started in two high-paying and exciting personal
service businesses: personal concierge and personal shopper. As a personal concierge, clients will hire you to plan trips, make
dinner reservations, get concert tickets, pick-up dry cleaning and myriad other errands they simply don't have time to do
themselves. Love to shop? Become a personal shopper and get paid to shop for gifts, fashions and just about anything else
people buy. Some personal shoppers even act as wardrobe consultants to celebrities. Startup is easy. Overhead is low. And you
can even work out of your home. All you need to get started is a phone, some business cards, and this essential guide. It teaches
you everything you need to know, including: Making the right contacts to find great business and individual clients Using the
internet to make your job easier Building loyalty among clients and getting glowing referrals Choosing what services to offer and
setting fees What it takes to gain the competitive edge Whichever path you choose, our guide is your key to success. You'll learn
everything you need to know to start and run your new business. Sample forms, additional resources, checklists and work sheets
guide you through every step of the startup process, putting you on the road to success in your own concierge business today!
The First Three Years In addition to industry specific information, you’ll also tap into Entrepreneur’s more than 30 years of small
business expertise via the 2nd section of the guide - Start Your Own Business. SYOB offers critical startup essentials and a
current, comprehensive view of what it takes to survive the crucial first three years, giving your exactly what you need to survive
and succeed. Plus, you’ll get advice and insight from experts and practicing entrepreneurs, all offering common-sense
approaches and solutions to a wide range of challenges. • Pin point your target market • Uncover creative financing for startup
and growth • Use online resources to streamline your business plan • Learn the secrets of successful marketing • Discover digital
and social media tools and how to use them • Take advantage of hundreds of resources • Receive vital forms, worksheets and
checklists • From startup to retirement, millions of entrepreneurs and small business owners have trusted Entrepreneur to point
them in the right direction. We’ll teach you the secrets of the winners, and give you exactly what you need to lay the groundwork
for success. BONUS: Entrepreneur’s Startup Resource Kit! Every small business is unique. Therefore, it’s essential to have tools
that are customizable depending on your business’s needs. That’s why with Entrepreneur is also offering you access to our
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Startup Resource Kit. Get instant access to thousands of business letters, sales letters, sample documents and more – all at your
fingertips! You’ll find the following: The Small Business Legal Toolkit When your business dreams go from idea to reality, you’re
suddenly faced with laws and regulations governing nearly every move you make. Learn how to stay in compliance and protect
your business from legal action. In this essential toolkit, you’ll get answers to the “how do I get started?” questions every
business owner faces along with a thorough understanding of the legal and tax requirements of your business. Sample Business
Letters 1000+ customizable business letters covering each type of written business communication you’re likely to encounter as
you communicate with customers, suppliers, employees, and others. Plus a complete guide to business communication that
covers every question you may have about developing your own business communication style. Sample Sales Letters The experts
at Entrepreneur have compliled more than 1000 of the most effective sales letters covering introductions, prospecting, setting up
appointments, cover letters, proposal letters, the all-important follow-up letter and letters covering all aspects of sales operations to
help you make the sale, generate new customers and huge profits.
The wide range of approaches to data analysis in qualitative research can seem daunting even for experienced researchers. This
handbook is the first to provide a state-of-the art overview of the whole field of QDA; from general analytic strategies used in
qualitative research, to approaches specific to particular types of qualitative data, including talk, text, sounds, images and virtual
data. The handbook includes chapters on traditional analytic strategies such as grounded theory, content analysis, hermeneutics,
phenomenology and narrative analysis, as well as coverage of newer trends like mixed methods, reanalysis and meta-analysis.
Practical aspects such as sampling, transcription, working collaboratively, writing and implementation are given close attention, as
are theory and theorization, reflexivity, and ethics. Written by a team of experts in qualitative research from around the world, this
handbook is an essential compendium for all qualitative researchers and students across the social sciences.
The SAGE Encyclopedia of Stem Cell Research, Second Edition is filled with new procedures and exciting medical breakthroughs,
including executive orders from the Obama administration reversing barriers to research imposed under the Bush administration,
court rulings impacting NIH funding of research based on human embryonic stem cells, edicts by the Papacy and other religious
leaders, and the first success in cloning human stem cells. Stem cell biology is clearly fueling excitement and potential in
traditional areas of developmental biology and in the field of regenerative medicine, where they are believed to hold much promise
in addressing any number of intractable medical conditions. This updated second edition encyclopedia will expand on information
that was given in the first edition and present more than 270 new and updated articles that explore major topics in ways accessible
to nonscientists, thus bringing readers up-to-date with where stem cell biology stands today, including new and evolving ethical,
religious, legal, social, and political perspectives. This second edition reference work will serve as a universal resource for all
public and academic libraries. It is an excellent foundation for anyone who is interested in the subject area of stem cell biology.
Key Features: Reader’s Guide, Further Readings, Cross References, Chronology, Resource Guide, Index A Glossary will
elucidate stem cell terminology for the nonscientist Statistics and selected reprints of major journal articles that pertain to
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milestones achieved in stem cell research Documents from Congressional Hearings on stem cells and cloning Reports to the
President’s Council on Bioethics, and more
Developed by the American Cancer Society this new textbook designed for a wide range of learners and practitioners is a
comprehensive reference covering the diagnosis of cancer, and a range of related issues that are key to a multidisciplinary
approach to cancer and critical to cancer control and may be used in conjunction with the book, The American Cancer Society's
Oncology in Practice: Clinical Management. Edited by leading clinicians in the field and a stellar contributor list from the US and
Europe, this book is written in an easy to understand style by multidisciplinary teams of medical oncologists, radiation oncologists
and other specialists, reflecting day-to-day decision-making and clinical practice. Input from pathologists, surgeons, radiologists,
and other specialists is included wherever relevant and comprehensive treatment guidelines are provided by expert contributors
where there is no standard recognized treatment. This book is an ideal resource for anyone seeking a deeper understanding of
cancer prevention, screening, and follow-up, which are central to the ACS's worldwide mission on cancer control.
Reach ALL students and prove how critical your counseling program is! Data can make the difference for today’s embattled
school counseling programs, and this insightful book shows how to collect and manage it. Aligned with current research and the
ASCA standards, this essential resource includes a complete set of user-friendly tools and templates for data collection, actionplanning and reporting. Readers will learn how to: Develop a robust counseling curriculum that supports the Common Core
Standards and drop-out prevention Replace “random acts of guidance” with intentional, well-timed interventions that are based on
student needs Measure progress through pre- and post-assessments Deliver compelling reports that demonstrate your program’s
impact
While biodiversity loss is an ecological phenomenon, it also has further dimensions – political, social and, last but not least,
economic. From the economic perspective, the rapid loss of biological diversity can be viewed in two ways. First, the consequence
of this deterioration process is a loss of options and an increase in scarcity of the environmental ‘good’, biodiversity. Second,
economic activity and the structure of global and local economic institutions have frequently been identified as the major drivers of
biodiversity loss. In economic terms, this constitutes a market failure – market-based economic activities lead to processes which
undermine the long-term stability of these very activities. This book provides an ecological economic perspective on the value of
diversity in ecosystems. Combining insights from various sub-disciplines of ecology and environmental/ecological economics, the
author constructs a conceptual framework which identifies the ways in which biodiversity influences human well-being and offers a
novel, unifying perspective on the economic value of biodiversity. This framework demonstrates that biodiversity’s economic value
mainly results from uncertainty about the future, regarding both supply of and demand for ecosystem services, and
interconnections between ecosystems. The book goes on to identify suitable methods for economic valuation of biodiversity and
discusses the currently underdeveloped and underused approach of deliberative monetary valuation. Combining a strong
theoretical framework with practical examples, this book will be of great interest to students and researchers of ecological
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economics, ecosystem services, environmental values and environmental and resource economics.
This new volume, Green Consumerism: The Behavior of New Age Consumer, provides a holistic understanding the importance of
promoting green products and discusses consumers’ buying intentions and decisions. The chapters consider consumer behavior
theory in the context of green or ecologically friendly products from both the academic and business perspectives. The chapters
present the latest empirical and analytical research in the field of green marketing and provide an abundance of information about
profitable and sustainable ways and strategies to deal with environmental problems. The volume considers how consumers are
taking responsibility and becoming more aware, driving change in the marketplace. In response, companies are integrating
appropriate green strategies into their operational activities, product development processes, and marketing activities to achieve a
competitive advantage in saturated markets. This helps companies gain market share and minimize their production costs. Topics
discussed in the volume include green pricing, green consumer behavior, various dimensions of consumer purchase intention,
sustainable marketing, innovation techniques used to go green, eco-awareness, and other ongoing developments in this rapidly
expanding area. Key features: • Discusses research on the latest trends in the field of green marketing, green practices, green
products, eco-literacy, environment awareness, protection, management etc. • Provides insight about current consumer behavior,
consumers’ eco-literacy levels, and their desires to go green • Covers a multitude of topics, including green pricing, green
consumer behavior, sustainable marketing, innovation techniques used to go green, eco-awareness, and more
The City has long been the main generator of London's wealth and, needless to say, the impact of the Economic Crisis in the
recent years on the City has greatly affected the wider urban and surrounding region, not to say country as a whole. This book
examines the impact of the recession and discusses London's future trajectory as an entrepreneurial city and capital of the United
Kingdom. While recognising the enduring capacity of London to 'reinvent' itself - from being the centre of a vast Empire to
becoming a global centre for financial and business services - contributors evaluate different dimensions of the city's current and
future development through analyses derived from sociological, economic, cultural and urban studies perspectives.
Not feeling too peachy about computerizing your accounting system? Relax! Peachtree For Dummies, 3rd Edition will show you
how to set up your company in Peachtree and then use it to pay bills, invoice customers, pay employees, produce financial
reports, and more. You’ll quickly discover how Peachtree can save you time, effort, and money so that you no longer have to do
your accounting by hand or pay someone else to do it for you. Publishing to coincide with the latest release of Peachtree, this third
edition is revised to cover the newest updates and enhancements made to the most recent version of Peachtree. Veteran authors
Elaine Marmel and Diane Koers break down the capabilities of Peachtree Premium Accounting, from building an effective chart of
accounts, to customizing forms and modifying reports, to setting up default information that will save you time down the line. You’ll
also discover how to: Work with purchase orders Sell products and services Generate invoices Track project costs Produce
income statements Back up and restore data Balance accounts Manage inventory Handle customer prepayments Pay for
purchase orders with a credit card Keep your account information safe Packed with examples of everyday, real-life situations,
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Peachtree For Dummies, 3rd Edition is the reference you need so that you can put Peachtree to work for you and get the job done
quickly and correctly.
This edited collection presents cutting edge research into the topic of green messages and subsequent consumer responses. The
research studies draw on a rich tradition of communication, psychological and sociological theories that examine consumer
responses in a nuanced way. At the same time, the studies present important implications for advertising practitioners and
academics alike. Written by communications scholars from North America, Europe and Asia, the studies encompass a range of
research techniques including experiments, surveys, content analyses and depth interviews. The book provides important insights
into current practice as well as directions for future research. This book was originally published as a special issue of the Journal
of Advertising.
This edited book presents the most recent theory, research and practice on information and technology literacy as it relates to the
education of young children. Because computers have made it so easy to disseminate information, the amount of available
information has grown at an exponential rate, making it impossible for educators to prepare students for the future without teaching
them how to be effective information managers and technology users. Although much has been written about information literacy
and technology literacy in secondary education, there is very little published research about these literacies in early childhood
education. Recently, the National Association for the Education of Young Children and the Fred Rogers Center for Early Learning
and Children’s Media at Saint Vincent College published a position statement on using technology and interactive media as tools
in early childhood programs. This statement recommends more research “to better understand how young children use and learn
with technology and interactive media and also to better understand any short- and long-term effects.” Many assume that today’s
young children are “digital natives” with a great understanding of technology. However, children may know how to operate digital
technology but be unaware of its dangers or its value to extend their abilities. This book argues that information and technology
literacy include more than just familiarity with the digital environment. They include using technology safely and ethically to
demonstrate creativity and innovation; to communicate and collaborate; to conduct research and use information and to think
critically, solve problems and make decisions.
Are you ready to reap the benefits of the bestselling contact relationship manager (CRM) software on the market today? Well,
then—get into the act with ACT! 2008 and find out how the latest version of this exciting software enables you to set up a database
that’s right for you so that you can focus on your business and career growth while also saving time and money. With this fun and
friendly guide in hand, you’ll discover how ACT! organizes customer information in one place, safely shares customer info
between workgroups, and provides you with forecast tools, reports, and a contact database. Whether you’re new to the features
of ACT! or you are familiar with the basics but have not yet put to use ACT!’s more advanced abilities, this nuts-and-bolts
reference has been updated and revised to make sure that you are up to speed on the most efficient way to organize your
customer relationships and activities. Author and full-time ACT! Certified Consultant and ACT! Premier Trainer Karen Fredricks
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walks you through tasks such as: Setting up the contact database Adding multiple contacts to a group and adding contacts to a
company Changing contact-level security access Scheduling activities Using the basic ACT! Reports Designing new reports
Automating the backup process Integrating with Outlook Creating groups ACT! by Sage For Dummies, 9th Edition also boasts a
companion Web site that includes all the updates for the 2008 version of ACT! You’ll be amazed by just how quickly you’ll be able
to set up a database and get it to act for you.
Some vols. include supplemental journals of "such proceedings of the sessions, as, during the time they were depending, were
ordered to be kept secret, and respecting which the injunction of secrecy was afterwards taken off by the order of the House."
Algae, including cyanobacteria, are in the spotlight today for a number of reasons; firstly it has become abundantly clear over
recent years that algae have been neglected in terms of basic research and that knowledge gap is being rapidly closed with the
establishment of some surprising discoveries, such as the presence of Near-Infra-Red-Absorbing cyanobacteria and a wealth of
natural products; secondly molecular approaches have provided a wealth of approaches to genetically modify algae and produce
value-added products; thirdly it has become clear just how important, marine phytoplankton is to global carbon capture and the
production of food globally; and fourthly, it has also become clear that algae present unparalleled opportunities to generate
biofuels in a sustainable and non-polluting way. This volume presents 15 chapters by world experts on their subjects, ranging from
reviews of algal diversity and genetics to in-depth reviews of special algal groups such as diatoms (which account for over 30% of
marine carbon capture). Other chapters chart the ways in which this carbon capture occurs or how there are a multiplicity of ways
in which algae intercept sun light and deploy this energy for carbon capture. A fascinating aspect here is the way in which sun light
is harvested. A special chapter is devoted to the very recent and exciting possibility that algae use coherent light energy
transformation to enhance the efficiency of light capture, an aspect of quantum physics that has implications for future
developments at several levels and a variety of industries. Just how and why algae use Chlorophyll a as the major light capture
pigment is discussed in several chapters. However, attention is also given to those cyanobacteria, which have been found to use
the special Near-Infra Red absorbing chlorophylls mentioned above. And attention is also given to those algae that employ
phycobiliproteins to fill in the “green window”, i.e., the spectral region from 400 – 650 nm, which is not efficiently covered by
chlorophyll and carotenoid pigments. Photoinhibition and photoprotection is the subject area of several chapters and one which it
is essential to understand a we work towards greater efficiency of algal photosynthesis. A final chapter is devoted to understanding
the molecular basis for coral bleaching, a much-neglected area that is essential in trying to come up with solutions to this very
worrying phenomenon, caused by global warming and ocean acidification. This is a book for research scientists,
environmentalists, planners in a range of areas including those of marine resources, nutrient control and pollution of water bodies
and that growing body of concerned citizens interested in controlling carbon emissions and global warming. Special attention has
been given to generating a set of articles that will be read by university students, informed laymen and all those whose wish to
understand the rapid changes that have come about in our knowledge of algae over the past decade.
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Public Health Practice in Australia offers a thorough introduction to what public health practitioners do, and the 'effort' involved in
improving the health of the public. This second edition has been fully revised and updated in line with current policies and practice.
It highlights common threads that underlie seemingly disparate activities, ideas and entities that comprise the organised effort of
public health practice. The emphasis is on securing and maintaining the conditions in society that enable people to live healthy and
fulfilling lives. The authors examine the impact of historical, social, economic, environmental and political factors on the health of
individuals, communities and populations. Taking an applied, multidisciplinary approach, they outline the strategies and tools that
public health practitioners use to improve health outcomes: identifying infrastructure needs in the workforce, public and private
sector organisations, and in regulation; gathering, analysing and using health data; applying interventions in health policy,
provision of health services and health promotion. Public Health Practice in Australia draws on current international and Australian
research and the interwoven case studies make the theories and concepts come alive. It is a valuable resource for students and
professionals across the health sciences including public health, medicine, environmental health, health promotion, health
information management and health administration. 'The book is impressive in the completeness, clarity and consistency of the
material covered, and for the way in which many of the theoretical issues are related to current practice. An extremely useful and
valuable reference for both students and practitioners alike.' - Thomas Tenkate, Environmental Health
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